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prefACe
S

mall and midsize enterprises (SMEs) are critical to fueling
economic growth and job creation around the world. Their success
matters. As SMEs search for ways to grow, they have the opportunity
to embrace a new wave of information technologies. With the advent
of the cloud, SMEs can access many of the same technologies as giant
multinational companies. Yet the adoption of the latest IT by smaller
companies has been decidedly uneven. This new digital divide
threatens to widen the performance gap of SMEs as the pace of
innovation accelerates.
The prospect of a growing technology gulf is relevant both for companies themselves and for policymakers around the world. The experience of technology leaders among smaller businesses shows a strong
correlation between the adoption of advanced information technologies on the one hand and growth in revenue and jobs on the other.
To gain further insight into the factors that enable faster growth
among SMEs and the role that technology adoption plays, Microsoft
commissioned The Boston Consulting Group to prepare this independent report. The findings outlined below have been discussed with
Microsoft executives, but BCG is responsible for all the analysis and
conclusions.
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IntroduCtIon

L

uis Gonzalez and pierre Schindler saw a national need and a
big business opportunity. Although some 35 million Brazilians had
private health insurance, second in number only to the U.S., most
insurers were unable to offer prescription drug benefits owing to cost
and supply chain issues. Many Brazilians shunned expensive medicines, hindering their recovery and increasing their sick days.
Gonzalez and Schindler set out to address both problems by using advanced technology to tackle the complexities of drug benefits programs. Today Vidalink, Brazil’s first and largest pharmacy benefit
management (PBM) company, is also one of the country’s foremost
administrators of drug benefits. At the core of its success is a software
platform that links together 15,000 Brazilian pharmacies and manages a million transactions per month with the help of two parallel data
centers synced through a private cloud. The company’s revenues have
doubled and its workforce has grown 50 percent, to 185, since 2010.
“We are faster and can customize to a greater extent than our competitors,” Gonzalez says. “We can also innovate more quickly.”
Gonzalez and Schindler are two of many entrepreneurs around the
world who recognize the extent to which the latest new wave of IT
can dramatically empower small and medium-size enterprises. “The
thing about a PBM business model is that it’s very scalable. I can
send one patient to these stores or 1,000 patients to these stores and
my revenues will increase dramatically relative to the incremental
cost,” Gonzalez says.
Throughout the world, SMEs play a vital role in their countries’ economies, often acting as the primary drivers of job and economic growth.
SMEs vary widely in their adoption and use of technology—especially
the latest IT tools.1 Vidalink belongs to a subset of SMEs that we call
technology leaders. These companies stay ahead of mainstream IT
adoption, riding each new advance to improve efficiency, connect
with new customers and markets, and compete with much larger play-
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ers. They employ the full range of available tools—from productivity
software to Internet connectivity to cloud-based services.
Our research shows that technology leaders far outperform their
peers in the marketplace. We surveyed more than 4,000 SMEs in five
countries—the U.S., Germany, China, India, and Brazil. The leaders in
technology adoption from 2010 through 2012, across all industry sectors, created jobs almost twice as fast as other small businesses. Technology leaders also increased their annual revenues 15 percentage
points faster than companies with lower levels of technology adoption. The latter companies, which we call laggards, are organizations
that have not yet integrated well-established tools into their business
models, much less explored the benefits of more advanced technologies, such as cloud-based capabilities.
Herein lies a big opportunity for both SMEs and policymakers around
the world. If more SMEs could achieve the growth rates of technology
leaders, we estimate that SME revenue could potentially grow by
$770 billion in the five countries we surveyed. SMEs in these countries
also have the potential to create an additional 6.2 million jobs. Moreover, an increase in technology leaders would help create more vibrant economies because these companies excel at innovation.
Such opportunities have come along before. The first wave of broad
IT adoption, driven by the PC and the basic productivity tools that it
spawned, forever changed how organizations operate by enhancing
individual productivity and effectiveness. These tools are now a foundational capability of many businesses. The second large wave of IT
adoption—which enabled global connectivity and ubiquitous communications—has transformed entire industries by putting information,
knowledge, and decision-making power directly into consumers’
hands. It has allowed businesses to greatly expand their reach to customers, suppliers, and employees, while a more connected workforce
has given rise to global knowledge networks. The adoption of social
and mobile applications and Internet-based collaboration tools is extending and intensifying this process.
The third, cloud-based wave of IT adoption—which technology-leading
SMEs such as Luis Gonzalez’s Vidalink are riding—creates the potential for even more far-reaching innovation and business growth. This is
because the cloud gives companies of any size access to capabilities
and services that previously were available to only the largest enterprises—at a fraction of their historical cost. Moreover, for companies
that make the right moves, cloud-based IT can help them leverage an
already connected community of consumers and businesses of unprecedented size.
Government and business leaders around the world should make it a
priority to empower SMEs to make full use of this latest wave of IT
and to realize the economic benefits associated with it. Since the recent recession, many countries have struggled to create jobs and return
to strong economic growth. Our research suggests that greater use of
advanced IT by SMEs can potentially boost both growth and employment.
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Because SMEs are the principal growth drivers of so many economies
around the world, The Boston Consulting Group undertook a comprehensive study of the relationship between these companies’ adoption
of technology—in the form of new and existing IT tools—and their
performance. We benchmarked 15 economies in which SMEs account
for up to 72 percent of GDP and as much as 82 percent of total employment. (See Exhibit 1.) We surveyed SME decisionmakers in the
U.S., Germany, China, India, and Brazil—five of the world’s largest
and most diverse economies—and took an inventory of their companies’ IT capabilities. These include foundational technologies, such as
personal computing and productivity tools; connectivity tools, such as
Internet access and the use of mobile technology; online presence and
the use of social networks; and enterprise-enabling capabilities, such
as cloud-based services. We focused specifically on IT tools and services (hardware, software, and cloud services).
Below we examine the practices that set technology leaders apart and
what other companies need to do to catch up. We also assess the sizable potential opportunity for their nations’ economies, and we provide a roadmap for companies and countries that want to capitalize
on the latest wave of technological innovation.

note
1. Throughout this report, we will use technology and IT interchangeably.

Exhibit 1 | Small Businesses Are Major Contributors to Their Countries’ Economies
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Sources: russia data from Ministry of economic Development of the russian Federation; includes agriculture and fishing. australia values from
australian Bureau of statistics; includes all industry sectors and agriculture. south africa data from National small Business amendment act and
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national government agencies and data sources, and the associated Chambers of Commerce and industry of india.
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Lessons from LeAders

I

n the five countries we surveyed in
depth, we examined SMEs in a wide range
of industries and markets through a single
lens: how they employ it tools and how users
of these tools perform. We compiled data on
IT adoption, identifying patterns of technology usage and cataloguing owners’ and
executives’ attitudes toward the associated
capabilities. We correlated these data with
companies’ business performance over the
past three years, particularly revenue and job
growth, looking for linkages with improved
performance. (See Appendix 1 for our
methodology.)

use services that provide overall ITinfrastructure management online. (See
Exhibit 2.) The extent to which these
leaders outpace other SMEs is both
remarkable and remarkably consistent
across all the countries we studied. (See
Exhibit 3.) They often grow faster than
the economy as a whole. (See Exhibit 4.)

•

Followers make widespread use of wellestablished technology tools; many also
employ more advanced capabilities. For
instance, 60 percent maintain a company
website, 30 percent use VoIP tools, and a
handful employ mobile devices and
mobile apps and have a social-media
page. But they do not use cloud-based
platforms or solutions. And their performance, measured in revenue and job
growth, trails that of leaders in every
market.

•

Laggards have generally low levels of
technology adoption. They have no online
presence. Only about 60 percent use
computers, access the Internet, or make
even the most basic use of office productivity tools. Their businesses perform less
well than both leaders and followers.

We found that, according to their reported
patterns of IT adoption and use, SMEs can be
divided into three categories:

•

Leaders use a variety of technologies to
power their businesses. They tend to
employ a powerful combination of
cloud-based services and solutions;
online, social, and mobile capabilities;
voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) and
messenger tools; and productivity
hardware and software. Their willingness
to access the latest wave of technology
sets them apart. They use cloud services,
such as data storage, online customer
relationship management (CRM) software, and “big data” analytics; they are
also able to build custom software
programs on cloud platforms, and they

five Growth drivers
Our research confirms that there is a clear
correlation between aggressive adoption
The Boston Consulting Group | 7

Exhibit 2 | Tech Leaders Are Early Adopters of Each New Wave of Technology
Tech laggards (%)
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Source: BCG economic impact study quantitative survey, april 2013.

Exhibit 3 | Tech Leaders Outpace Other SMEs in Revenue and Job Growth
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Source: BCG economic impact study quantitative survey, april 2013.
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Exhibit 4 | Tech Leaders Tend to Grow Well Above the Rate of GDP Growth
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Source: BCG economic impact study quantitative survey, april 2013.

of new technologies and strong business
performance among SMEs. But this is only
part of the story. Leaders reap multifaceted
benefits from the technology tools they
adopt. Our study revealed five main ways
in which leaders use technology to drive
growth.
leaders reach new markets and collaborate
with customers and employees. Almost all
technology leaders are online, 88 percent
have broadband connections, and two-thirds
use mobile devices and have social-media
pages. The leaders we surveyed told us that
technology-enabled collaboration has become key to how they compete against larger
companies. They use cloud-based communication tools to connect, coordinate, and
collaborate with customers, suppliers, and

employees everywhere. In both developed
and emerging markets, many more leaders
than laggards have international customers.
(See Exhibit 5.)
Leaders communicate with their customers
directly through VoIP and online portals and
indirectly through social networks, which
strengthens relationships and builds their
brands. Two-thirds of leaders said they have
more satisfied customers thanks to technology. “Technology lets me reach my consumers
in real time,” says Melissa Shin, founder and
CEO of Dagne Dover, a U.S. custom-handbag
company. “Consumers want to have a dialogue with each other and the brand. They
expect it. Technology lets us be unique, personal, and friends with our consumers without ever meeting in person.”
The Boston Consulting Group | 9

Exhibit 5 | Tech Leaders Are More Likely to Have Geographically Dispersed Customers
% respondents
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Technology also enables worker mobility,
which facilitates access to talent. Moreover,
cloud-based collaboration technologies allow SME leaders to more easily and effectively manage a dispersed and mobile workforce. Employees of many SMEs in the
leader category are scattered across numerous locations. This is especially true in
emerging markets, where more than onethird of SMEs have employees located outside their home region, and nearly 20 percent have employees in other countries.
Online tools give these companies the ability
to harness capabilities throughout the organization and across national boundaries, an
advantage that is especially important to
SMEs with limited resources.
leaders capitalize on cloud technology’s
scalability and flexibility. The Internet gave
SMEs the ability to compete with other
companies regardless of location. Cloudbased capabilities enable them to go head-tohead with companies of any size by providing
a host of powerful, pay-as-you-go capabilities.
Enterprisewide solutions such as infrastruc10 | ahead of the Curve

ture, platform, and software as a service
(IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) allow SMEs to build
synthetic scale incrementally and flexibly.
They eliminate the need for big, upfront
capital expenditures in favor of more manageable, ongoing operational expenses. This
applies not only to IT purchases but also to
the cost of entering a market. A company
with these resources at its disposal no longer
needs to open a new office or a new factory
in a foreign country in order to gain access to
its capabilities and customers.
Element Bars, a custom energy-bar company
in Chicago, used cloud services to handle a
big increase in traffic and order volume following its products’ appearance on a reality
TV show. “Our site did not crash,” says CEO
Jonathan Miller. “And we did not need to buy
an entire system with features not necessary
for our business.” Businesses that experience
significant seasonality benefit from the
cloud’s scalability: it helps retailers handle
the holiday rush and agricultural businesses
deal with seasonal variation. Because of the
cloud’s pay-as-you-go model, these businesses

no longer need to pay for and maintain technology that they only need during peak periods. Sundar Lakshmanan, an Indian entrepreneur with two startups under his belt, says, “I
can’t imagine what we would do without
cloud services being available. They allow
startups like us to compete with almost no
capital expenditure.”
Many SMEs access cloud-based services on a
variety of devices, including tablets and
smartphones, which enable employees to stay
connected on the run. This mobility and flexibility is especially important in nations with
limited access to broadband. For SMEs in
these countries, mobile devices are often the
only way to go online. Susan Mashibe, founder of TanJet, a private-jet-services company in
Tanzania, plans to use tablets connected to
the cloud so that her field employees can access her company’s enterprise-resource-planning (ERP) software without having to go to
an office—and they’ll be able to use this software offline as well. This flexibility is especially critical in Tanzania, where Internet access is unreliable and limited.

Leaders are increasingly looking toward cloud solutions to
store, mine, and analyze the
growing cache of data.
The cloud provides resiliency and built-in redundancy in case of natural disasters. Following the earthquake in Japan and the tsunami
in Thailand, for example, companies with
cloud capabilities such as data storage, IaaS,
and SaaS were back up and running within
hours, while those that relied on on-site hardware and software were devastated. Says Sarah Yang, founder and CEO of MNE Creations,
a Shanghai-based creator of mobile educational games, “It is very handy and comforting to know that you have a backup somewhere if the hardware fails.”
leaders use technology creatively to operate
more efficiently. Leaders are the first to adopt
the latest technologies, and they also find
innovative ways to use established IT tools. In

this era of rapidly increasing digital data,
small-business leaders use software to process
information quickly and generate unique
value from it. in Brazil, vidalink’s software
system processes a transaction every second.
The business, which did not exist ten years
ago, is “very much about the scale and
systems,” founder Luis Gonzalez says. Similarly, parts maker Halder, based in Germany,
makes novel use of basic data-processing
software to better manage its operations.
Sascha Beyer, Halder’s head of it, explains:
“We needed help managing our warehouse.
So we custom-built a tool using spreadsheet
software. it enables us to track and source
materials much more efficiently.”
The ability to more effectively manage both
people and data will become an increasingly
important differentiator among businesses.
Leaders appreciate the role that technology
plays in making staff more efficient and collaborative. Most believe that their employees
get more done, are easier to manage, and
work better together thanks to technology.
Big data is also getting bigger, with the quantity of information online growing exponentially and companies of all sizes struggling to
process it. Leaders are increasingly looking
toward cloud solutions to store, mine, and analyze the growing cache.
leaders innovate, experiment, and embrace
tech-enabled business models. Luis Gonzalez
and Pierre Schindler started a whole new
industry in Brazil. Many other new business
models have come into being thanks to emerging technologies, such as online and media
retailers (Amazon.com and iTunes), digital
gaming (Warcraft and King), social media, crowd
sourcing (Yelp and Angie’s List), and algorithmbased services (Kayak and travelocity).
Another example is China’s MNE Creations,
which delivers educational games on mobile
devices using a “freemium” model. This
gives users the option of playing free games
or playing more sophisticated, paid versions.
The company also uses technology to target
and engage high-potential customers. “We
do not target everyone with everything,”
CEO Sarah Yang says. “We are now looking
at 18- to 35-year-olds only in Asia and Latin
America.”
The Boston Consulting Group | 11

Greater availability of cloud-based solutions
and services means that SMEs also have access to an ever-expanding set of technology
tools that require little upfront investment for
experimentation and innovation. Leading
SMEs understand the potential that new technologies hold. As Sarah Yang puts it, “We use
a variety of cloud services. We also have been
trying some enterprise software as well.
When we feel we really need something,
we’ll try it out. We’ve tried many different
CRM solutions, and we’re trying some new
online supplier-resource-management services now.”

are more likely to share decision-making authority or invest in someone who understands the needs of the business and the power of technology. More than 30 percent of
technology leaders have a dedicated IT manager or chief technology officer on staff, and
almost 60 percent reported that the CEO
makes technology acquisition decisions in
concert with others rather than alone. Leaders also look to technology vendors for advice
and support. Local partners, for example,
help many SME leaders decide on new technology, integrate it into their operations, and
maintain it.

Technology leaders invest for
impact and grow faster. But
they do not necessarily spend
more as they grow.

Adopting technology in an intelligent way is
critical to the future business success of many
SMEs. More than 90 percent of leaders said
that IT is important to their business’s future,
and almost two-thirds said that new technologies will lead to higher revenues and profits
or more jobs at their company.

Five times as many leaders as followers and
laggards said they are typically the first in
their markets to invest in new technologies.
More than twice as many leaders as followers or laggards said that technology has
greatly improved their companies’ ability to
innovate.
leaders adopt technology in smarter ways,
getting more bang for their buck. Technology
leaders invest for impact. As a result, they
grow faster. But leaders do not necessarily
spend more as they grow. Our study found no
correlation between the amount spent on IT
per employee and average job and revenue
growth.
Rather, leaders leverage newer, more costeffective tools with flexible payment models.
They also have a more sophisticated approach to assessing the value of technologies.
Very few decisionmakers among our SME
technology leaders said they spend too much.
As one executive put it, “A new business can
use cloud services and invest an additional
$15,000 in client acquisition instead of IT infrastructure.”
Decisionmakers at these companies also value and leverage the expertise of others. They
12 | ahead of the Curve

Consistent Lessons, Broad Impact
Technology leaders are a diverse group, but
these lessons hold across all the markets we
studied, transcending industry, geography,
and macroeconomic conditions. For example,
in emerging markets, it is striking that the
technology leaders among SMEs do not lag
their peers in more advanced markets. Leaders in these countries are just as quick as
their developed-market counterparts to embrace new tools—sometimes more so. (See
Exhibit 6.) Approximately 80 percent of technology leaders in emerging markets use
cloud services, communication tools, and ERP
software, whereas only about 60 percent of
technology leaders in developed markets do
so. Followers in emerging markets show similar adoption patterns. In India, for example,
many followers use communication tools to a
significantly greater extent than their counterparts in the U.S. and Germany.
More respondents from emerging-market
than from developed-market SMEs said they
thought technology plays a critical role in
their business and will have an impact on future revenues and profits. These convictions
likely fuel their willingness to adopt technologies before others do. For example, nearly 30
percent of respondents from Chinese and In-

Exhibit 6 | Tech Leaders in Emerging Markets Are Likely to Have Robust Technological
Capabilities
Tech leaders that use cloud, Internet-enabled
communications, and enterprise-resource-planning tools
%
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Developed-market SMEs

Emerging-market SMEs

Source: BCG economic impact study quantitative survey, april 2013.

dian companies said they believed they were
the first to adopt new technologies in their
markets. Only 6 percent of U.S.-based SMEs
said they were.

All SMEs can learn and benefit from these
lessons. Doing so is likely not only to improve
their performance but also to have a broader
economic impact.
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the opportunIty for
fAster Growth And
more JoBs

T

echnology clearly affects economies in a variety of ways, some good
and some bad. In our survey, we asked SME
business leaders to assess technology’s
impact on their businesses. We looked for
the degree of correlation between technology adoption and business performance at
SMEs in the U.S., Germany, China, India, and
Brazil. The positive correlations, and the
stories that SME business leaders told us,
suggest an important relationship worthy of
the attention of policymakers. The business
growth differential that we observed—consistently across all five countries—between
technology leaders and laggards suggests
that the effective use of technology by the
SME sector is one important ingredient in
the overall success of small businesses,
which are, in turn, a vital portion of most of
the world’s economies. In all five countries,
leaders’ revenues grew significantly faster
than GDP.
Because SMEs contribute so significantly to
employment and GDP, a potentially large
economic impact could result even if only a
portion of laggard and follower SMEs
achieved the level of performance of their
tech-leader counterparts. We calculate that
in the five countries surveyed, SMEs could
generate up to an additional $770 billion in
combined revenues and create about 6.2
million new jobs if more SMEs performed at
that higher level.
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We base these projections on two assumptions. The first is that 15 percent of tech laggards and 30 percent of tech followers become leaders. (In fact, in the three years
covered by our survey, we observed that
nearly 40 percent of followers moved up to
the level of leader; however, we use the estimate of 30 percent in order to be conservative.) The second assumption is that after
making this transition, these companies perform at the same level as the tech leaders in
our study. (See Appendix 1 for our methodology.)
Our economic-impact scenarios are probably
conservative for two reasons besides the assumption that a smaller percentage of followers become leaders. First, revenue and job
growth estimates capture only part of the potential impact. They do not include the enormous number of small businesses that make
up the so-called informal economy in many
developing nations—companies that the
World Bank describes as operating “partially
or fully outside government regulation, taxation, and observation.” Second, we limited
our projections to direct job and revenue
growth, giving no consideration to any multiplier effect or to the indirect jobs and revenues that would result from performance improvements.
Every country would benefit if more of its
SMEs became technology leaders, but the

nature of the impact would vary from
developed to emerging markets, as shown
below in a summary of the five countries
covered by our survey.

•

United States. In the U.S., helping more
SMEs to achieve the business performance
of technology leaders could serve to
accelerate the current sluggish rate of
economic growth. Increasing the growth
rates of U.S. tech laggards and followers
has the potential to increase revenues by
approximately $360 billion. SMEs in the
U.S. could also add more than 2 million
jobs, an enormous gain in an economy
that produced a total of only 2.1 million
new positions in 2012. The extent of the
opportunity reflects the wide differential
in performance between tech leaders and
laggards in the last three years, during
which the U.S. economy has struggled.
Leaders racked up annual revenue-growth
rates 11 percentage points higher than
those of laggards and job growth rates
that were likewise 11 percentage points
higher.

indian technology laggards
hold enormous, largely untapped economic potential.
•

•

Germany. More SME leaders could be the
boost that Germany’s economy needs to
lift it out of the postrecession doldrums.
We project a potential $150 billion in
additional SME output and more than
670,000 potential new jobs. As in the U.S.,
these figures represent substantial growth;
the German economy expanded at only
0.7 percent in 2012 and added only
150,000 jobs.
China. If more Chinese SMEs achieved the
performance of technology leaders, they
could serve as future buoys to the economy. Although we did not observe the same
extent of correlation between tech
adoption and job growth in China that we
did in other countries, we estimate that
the SME sector could increase revenues by

as much as $90 billion if a portion of the
country’s SMEs matched the performance
of their tech-leader counterparts. China’s
economy grew the fastest of all the
countries we studied—an annual nominal
rate of close to 18 percent from 2010 to
2012. Laggards, followers, and leaders all
experienced double-digit revenue growth.
Only now is China showing signs of
slowing. If the economy continues to
brake, companies that are ahead of the
curve in technology adoption will have an
advantage.

•

India. Indian technology laggards hold
enormous, largely untapped economic
potential. The country’s technology
followers outperform laggards by a factor
of three, demonstrating the power of even
modest levels of technology adoption.
Nearly 90 percent of SMEs in India have
no access to the Internet, compared with
only 22 percent of SMEs in China and
5 percent in the U.S. We project the
potential impact from greater technology
adoption to be $56 billion in added
economic output and 1 million in additional jobs.
The huge base of unconnected SMEs
reflects India’s relatively poor digital
infrastructure. Only 7.5 percent of Indians
have access to the Internet at home, for
example, and only a small percentage of
SMEs have an online presence. As a result,
tech leaders in the Indian economy have
fewer opportunities to fully leverage more
advanced IT tools. Even though these
companies tend to adopt more advanced
technologies than their developed-world
peers, their mostly unconnected customers impede their ability to capitalize on
their own capabilities.
The informal SME economy in India is
much larger than that of the other nations
surveyed. National statistics place India’s
formal SME economy at only 22 percent
of GDP. An estimated additional 55
percent of India’s GDP and 57 percent of
its labor force comprises small businesses
operating beyond the reach of official
government statistics, according to the
International Labour Office (ILO). As
The Boston Consulting Group | 15

noted above, this portion of the economy
is not included in our projections.

•

Brazil. Brazil’s large SME sector could
become a cornerstone of national economic growth as more companies move
up the technology ladder. Technology
leaders outperformed followers and
laggards in Brazil by the widest margin in
terms of revenue growth—16 percentage
points. We estimate approximately $120
billion in potential additional economic
output and 2.5 million potential new jobs
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in SMEs. This does not include potential
gains in the informal economy, which
accounts for an estimated 33 percent of
GDP and 27 percent of the labor force,
according to the World Bank and the ILO.
In all countries, the opportunity is evident.
But many barriers still impede broader technology adoption. In the following section we
examine these impediments and provide a
roadmap for companies and policymakers
looking to overcome them.

A roAdmAp for
overComInG BArrIers
to teCh AdoptIon
By smes

T

he pace of technological innovation is
accelerating. SMEs need to mobilize
quickly and embrace currently available
technologies—from office productivity
software to cloud-delivered solutions and
services. They must then prepare themselves
for the next wave of new technologies. SMEs
that fail to do so will, at the very least, miss
out on promising growth opportunities. Others
may find that the only alternative to attaining
leadership status is to fall out of the competition altogether.
Some SMEs—and the national economies
they support—are already lagging behind.
And the leaders of companies in a good position today may not be leaders tomorrow if
they rest on their laurels. Technology moves
quickly and the risk of losing ground is significant. Both SMEs and the governments of
the countries in which they reside should
take action to achieve the following objectives:

•

Technology laggards make the leap into
leadership roles.

•

Technology followers move to the forefront of IT adoption.

•

Technology leaders continue to use the
newest technologies to scale up their
businesses, accelerate job creation, and
compete globally.

Achieving these goals will not be simple.
SMEs and policymakers alike need to address
a number of barriers to adoption. In our research, SME decisionmakers frequently cited
data security and privacy, the perception that
technology costs are high, inadequate broadband infrastructure, shortages of talent, incompatible technologies, and excessive regulatory costs and restrictions as key barriers
and concerns. These problems are admittedly
complex, but they are also largely addressable through sound public policy. The imperative to overcome them has never been greater than it is today.

An Agenda for policymakers
Given the importance and size of the SME
sector, governments that fail to encourage
growth among SMEs today will face stagnant
economies tomorrow. For local and national
governments, there is a real imperative to
help these small businesses tap their full
growth potential. Policymakers must act
now. They cannot afford to wait until the
next wave of technology breaks. This means
ensuring access to new technologies, supporting the training required to use them,
and promoting a legislative environment
that allows SMEs to fully leverage these
technologies and protect whatever innovations result. Governments must foster the
right conditions to fuel the growth of the
next billion-dollar enterprises.
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ensure access to world-class infrastructure
and networks. In order to connect, collaborate, and compete, SMEs need information
and communications technology (ICT)
networks that are accessible, affordable,
trusted, and secure. Their customers and
suppliers need access to these same networks. Our research shows compellingly that
SMEs that are able to leverage such networks,
and the advanced services that they enable,
perform better. And as more businesses learn
how to take advantage of cloud services and
mobile services, the importance of broadband
network access—both wireless and wireline—increases dramatically. Government
leaders must carefully evaluate their own
policies to ensure that their SMEs truly have
access to multiple secure and affordable
wireless and wireline networks. Consumers
and workers, who are increasingly adopting
mobile devices and are mobile themselves,
also demand such access.

of Norwegians use the Internet, for example,
less than 8 percent of Indians have access. Indian policymakers are now dedicating significant resources to increasing connection rates.
The Indian government plans to invest $6 billion in ICT infrastructure and to boost the
number of broadband connections from
13 million in 2012 to 600 million in 2020. The
Kenyan government has likewise made iCt
infrastructure a priority—and has made remarkable strides in a relatively short time. In
2008, less than 10 percent of Kenyans used
the Internet. In 2012, this figure surpassed 25
percent. Kenya has now risen to the top of the
World Economic Forum’s Network Readiness
Index among low-income countries. In 2013, it
launched a super Wi-Fi public-private partnership to deliver low-cost, high-speed wireless
access to unserved and underserved communities. Such creative approaches can provide
Internet access in situations where conventional deployment is too slow or expensive.

Currently, the quality of ICT infrastructure
and networks varies dramatically around the
world. While almost 100 percent of South Koreans, 82 percent of Germans, and 94 percent

support policies that address privacy and
data security concerns. More than 60 percent
of the SME leaders we surveyed cited data
security or privacy as a concern. (See Exhibit

Exhibit 7 | Data Security and Privacy Matter to SMEs from Developed and
Emerging Economies Alike
% citing privacy or security concerns
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Source: BCG economic impact study quantitative survey, april 2013.
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7.) Business owners in Brazil and China were
just as concerned as those in the U.S. and
Germany. Says Luis Gonzalez, founder of
Vidalink in Brazil, “Privacy will be increasingly important, especially as our customers
become increasingly aware of data security.
Our bigger customers already state the level
of security and control that we have to have.”
These risks are likely to grow as more companies embrace big data and more data move to
the cloud.

a flourishing iT ecosystem
can provide SMEs with muchneeded local support.
Customers have confidence in the cloud
when they have control of their data and can
access and move this information freely. They
need to know that their data are truly private
and inaccessible to hackers and that cloud
providers’ use of their data is transparent.
Governments need to enact policies that encourage innovation and growth without putting private data at risk. They should protect
users from unauthorized access to proprietary
or private information and ensure that they
have control of their data. An early step in
encouraging all governments to raise data security standards is the Council of Europe
Convention on Cybercrime. This is an international treaty that aims to create a common
policy environment for cybercrime offenses,
to provide the legal powers necessary to effectively investigate and prosecute cybercrime offenses, and to establish methods of
international cooperation that facilitate action at speeds that match those of cybercrime.
Governments should also collaborate with industry to achieve and maintain security certification for cloud vendors as the U.S. government did through the Federal Information
Security Management Act and FedRAMP, a
governmentwide certification program. This
will help remove the perception that the
cloud is not secure and achieve an “infrastructure of trust” that will enable the uptake
of cloud services. Another way to encourage

trust in the cloud ecosystem is its adoption by
governments themselves. For example, the
uK government has signaled its trust in the
cloud by moving its procurement process into
its g-cloud (government cloud) procurement
tool.
Unnecessary rules inhibiting the flow of data
and data services across borders may also be
a factor preventing SMEs from obtaining the
best cloud services. And as the events of 2013
have highlighted, governments’ own need for
data related to law enforcement or national
security should be balanced against customer
expectations of privacy and security through
policies that are clear and acceptable to the
private sector.
support innovation through a flourishing
local iT ecosystem. Many of the SMEs we
surveyed do not have their own senior
executives skilled in IT acquisition and
implementation. They therefore must
depend on local IT vendors and advisors to
enhance their use of technology. Our survey
results also suggest that SME technology
laggards would be willing to invest more in
IT if they were better advised on how to do
so. Moreover, customer support was among
the most important needs cited by SMEs
regarding IT.
These results underscore the fundamental
importance of a strong local IT ecosystem. A
flourishing network of hardware vendors, value-added resellers, systems integrators, service providers, and software developers can
provide SMEs with much-needed local support. Many of these ecosystem players are
also sources of innovation, building on top of
existing solutions to help their customers.
Intellectual-property incentives and protections are key to successfully promoting such
innovation. Governments should support robust intellectual-property protection to help
ensure that local innovations are safeguarded
and that local entrepreneurs and innovators
are able to obtain a return on their investment in innovation. Governments can also
continue to foster ecosystems of IT vendors
by extending training, incubation, and procurement programs to support these networks.
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support development of a strong skills base.
Many SMEs cited lack of technical skills
among their employees as a barrier to
adopting new technology—particularly in
nations with relatively low rates of enrollment in secondary education. For example,
31 percent of Indian business owners said
that they had not adopted new technologies
because their employees lacked sufficient
skills, training, and exposure to IT.
Governments need to ensure that SMEs have
access to a skilled workforce by placing a high
priority on secondary and vocational education, especially in science, technology, engineering, and math—skills that form the bedrock for the IT skills that SMEs need. They
can also emphasize other core business skills,
such as accounting and management. Governments and schools should collaborate
with SMEs to identify key skills gaps and fill
them through job-training programs. Government leaders and educators alike need to
work with IT industry providers to ensure
that students understand today’s technologies and are prepared to profit from the technological innovations of tomorrow.

SMEs founded by women are
among the most technically
advanced and successful.
ensure that the skills base is developed for
women as well as for men. In many countries, women have less access than men to the
education and technology that would help
them either join a company or start one of
their own. In Sub-Saharan Africa, for example, only about 9 percent of women have
access to the Internet, according to a study by
dalberg, a strategic advisory firm. Women’s
access to the Internet trails that of men by
40 percent.
Yet our own research shows that SMEs founded by women are among the most technically
advanced, innovative, and successful. (See the
sidebar “Female Entrepreneurs and Technology.”) Policymakers who can level the playing
field and make IT more accessible to female
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entrepreneurs will benefit their economies in
multiple ways. The U.S., for example, gives
money to female entrepreneurs through the
Amber Grant and the Women’s Financial
Fund to defray such startup costs as technology investment. Programs that encourage
technology adoption to enable mobility and
flexibility have disproportionate benefits for
women competing in the traditional workplace. (See the sidebar “Technology Can Promote Diversity and Inclusion.”)
reduce counterproductive government-imposed costs. In some countries, heavy import
duties, taxes, regulations, and expenses
associated with compliance greatly inflate
technology costs. The SME decisionmakers we
interviewed in Brazil and India, in particular,
cited high taxes and regulatory costs as
disincentives to adopting new technology. In
Brazil, in fact, the combination of import
duties and taxes adds more than 60 percent to
the base price of a computer. Complex laws
and regulations can add to the difficulty of
acquiring and implementing new technology.
In contrast, some countries give not only tax
relief but also subsidies to support IT acquisition. Governments should reassess and bring
clarity and consistency to their policies on
taxation, protective tariffs, and regulatory expenses. This could help ensure that taxation
concerns do not prevent SMEs from adopting
the same technologies as their international
competitors—with equal benefits to the
countries in which these companies reside.
encourage innovation by supporting marketdriven standards and interoperability. Interoperability and market-driven standards
foster innovation in two important ways.
First, they allow SMEs to build upon existing,
well-understood standards to create new,
value-added solutions that are compatible
across markets around the world. Second,
certification of vendors to relevant international standards lets SMEs know that a
minimum level of security, privacy, and data
protection is in place. Market-driven, internationally developed standards also give SMEs
access to a broader, more global base of
potential customers. And the predictability,
trustworthiness, and wide adoption of such
standards make them superior to local

female enTrePreneurS and TeChnoloGy
Technology can help level the playing field
for groups that have been historically
disadvantaged in business.
in most countries, women lag men in
education, wages, and access to technology.
Worldwide, 25 percent fewer women than
men have access to the internet. This
gender gap reaches 40 percent in SubSaharan africa. Women worldwide are
21 percent less likely to own a mobile
phone; this deficit increases to 37 percent
in South asia. in the u.S., only 58 percent
of women participate in the workforce
compared with 70 percent of men. This
disparity rises to 29 percent of women and
81 percent of men in india.
among the Smes we surveyed, though,
technology leaders with female founders
have bridged these gaps and achieved

average revenues that mostly match or
surpass those of male-founded companies.
(See the exhibit below.) Tech-leading Smes
that were founded by women were more
likely to have a company website, socialmedia pages, and online offerings such as
online stores and customer portals. The
difference is most stark in emerging
markets. in india, for example, companies
in our survey that were founded by women
are 1.5 times more likely to be technology
leaders.
equal economic participation by both men
and women is a goal for many nations. our
survey demonstrated that tech-enabled
Smes led by women have high growth
potential. Governments can help ensure
that women have the ability to compete on
a level iT playing field.

Higher Levels of Tech Adoption Lead to Revenues Closer to Parity or Higher
for Female-Founded SMEs
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TeChnoloGy Can PromoTe diverSiTy and inCluSion
Governments can enact policies and
support programs that provide better
access to more affordable technology for
Smes. These programs encourage worker
mobility, flexibility, and work-at-home
arrangements that would otherwise not be
possible. Such programs have disproportionate benefits for women, caregivers,
people with disabilities, and others who
may face impediments to competing and
remaining engaged in the traditional
workplace. Colombia provides an example

of government and businesses coming
together to promote a telework and
mobility policy that leveraged technology,
created new and previously nonexistent
opportunities for people with disabilities,
and contributed to the country’s efforts to
ease traffic congestion and pollution. in
Japan, too, the government is driving an
ambitious telework agenda that will tap
female talent in addition to older workers.

standards and help lower costs for all. Their
effective use may be especially important in
fostering an ecosystem of local software
developers.
Market-based standards also empower service providers to offer interoperable solutions
by establishing a common foundation and
framework within which to meet SMEs’
needs. This promotes choice and reduces the
risk of SMEs being locked into one vendor. Incompatible technologies, especially among
cloud adopters, was cited as a major challenge by a significant number of the SME decisionmakers we surveyed.

An Agenda for smes
We call upon SME decisionmakers to invest
in their human capital, rethink how they evaluate their investments in technology, actively
look for lessons from technology leaders, and
keep abreast of best-technology practices in
their industries. We suggest that they adopt
the following agenda:

•

Build a technology skills base. Understanding and addressing current gaps in
technology skills is essential, as is appreciating that the technological skills required
will evolve as quickly as the technologies
themselves. Leadership mandates constant vigilance.

•

Rethink both sides of the cost equation when
assessing technology investments. SME
decisionmakers should reconsider the
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long-term growth potential and competitive advantage conferred by intelligent IT
adoption. Moreover, they should reassess
how to invest in technology and embrace
new pay-as-you-go options.

•

Embrace the new opportunities unlocked by
technology. Leaders constantly adopt and
innovate with new technologies and
experiment with the new business models
that they enable. They understand that
moving quickly can provide a distinct
competitive advantage, especially in an
increasingly global marketplace.

•

Learn from leading customers. Technology
leaders’ current expectations regarding
technology will likely soon be the expectations of all customers. SMEs must learn
from these leaders and adopt the technology solutions that live up to their (and
their future customers’) expectations.

Tomorrow’s SME innovators and entrepreneurs will be born in the cloud and ready
to leverage the next wave of technologies.
Already the founders of businesses created in
the past three years are about 1.5 times more
likely than the founders of older businesses
to credit technology for their existence.
Technology’s impact on innovation is likely to
increase. Moreover, SMEs will continue to
play a critical role in their nations’
economies. Governments that recognize and
appreciate technology’s role in starting and
growing SMEs will be the ones that profit the
most from future technology leaders.

N

ations and their SMEs must respond to
the opportunities and challenges presented by emerging technologies. In a hyperconnected world, the economic divide between those that embrace the latest
technologies and those that lag behind could
widen as tech-enabled SMEs break away from
local competition and enter the world stage.
Now is the time to catch up.

and cloud-based data storage. The next wave
of innovation will transform businesses of all
kinds in unforeseen ways. The companies
leading this wave are again likely to seemingly come out of nowhere—they are the SME
technology leaders of today. As a result, those
nations that have the strongest technological
foundation on which their SMEs can build innovative businesses are likely to reap the
greatest economic rewards.

The next five years promise to be a period of
massive technological advancement. The previous decade witnessed the emergence of
high-speed wireless Internet, social media,
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AppendIx 1

METHODOLOGY

The key findings of our economic impact
study of digital-technology adoption by SMEs
derive from our analysis of a survey of SME
leaders. We used these data to segment respondents as leaders, followers, and laggards
and to project the economic impact of a portion of these companies moving to a higher
level of technology use. An explanation of
our methodology follows.

survey methodology and design
In March and April of 2013, we surveyed
around 4,000 leaders of SMEs in the U.S.,
Germany, China, India, and Brazil. Approximately 3,500 of these respondents completed
the survey online. The remainder (respondents who did not have access to the Internet
at work) completed the survey over the
phone.
The online and phone surveys comprised
around 65 and 55 questions, respectively.
(The precise number depended on how certain questions were answered.) Additional
questions in the online survey were related to
more advanced technology usage and therefore were not relevant to respondents with
low or very low levels of technology use.
Respondents were leaders and founders of
SMEs. They were screened according to several criteria. Each respondent was the company’s CEO, founder, or primary decisionmaker
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on IT. Each company was at least three years
old, meaning it was founded before 2010.
Our definition of “small to medium-size enterprise” varies by country and, where available, corresponds to the official definitions
used by sources such as government census
bureaus. In the U.S., we define SMEs as companies with up to 499 employees. In Germany, SMEs are companies with up to 449 employees, in China up to 2,000 employees, and
in both Brazil and India up to 249 employees.
(See below for further details on these sizes.)
We also targeted companies that have fixedline Internet access on their premises, use the
mobile Internet, or have smartphones or tablet PCs.

survey Quotas
To help ensure credibility and comprehensiveness, we set quotas based on company
size and level of technology usage. (For a representative example, see the exhibit below.)
For company size, we set maximums on the
number of respondents from microbusinesses
(those with fewer than 10 employees), small
businesses (10 to 49 employees), and midsize
businesses (50 or more employees).
For technology use, we set quotas on the
maximum number of respondents from busi-

Technology Use Quota Definitions for the U.S.
Very-low-tech
users

Low-tech
users

Medium-to-hightech users

Micro (0–9 employees)

70

150

150

370

small (10–49 employees)

70

150

150

370

Medium (50–499 employees)

70

150

150

370

210

450

450

1,110

Company size

Total

Total

Source: BCG economic impact study quantitative survey, april 2013.

nesses with very low, low, and medium-tohigh technology use.

•

applications (such as IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and
cloud-based storage)

Very-low-tech users: no on-premises
Internet, no mobile Internet, no smartphones or tablets

•

Followers: No cloud-based applications

•

Leaders: Cloud-based applications used

•

Low-tech users: on-premises internet but
no mobile Internet and no smartphones
or tablets

•

Medium- to high-tech users: Mobile internet
and/or smartphones and tablets

Weighting
Respondents were not weighted. But an analysis of growth rates adjusted by industry
yielded similar trends in growth rates for the
different types of technology users.

We did not set quotas for specific industries.
Rather, we targeted respondents from a
broad range of industries. Possible cheaters
and repeat respondents were all excluded
from the survey results.

types of technology users
We used cluster analysis to identify three
types of technology users—laggards, followers, and leaders. We performed regression
analyses to identify the key differentiating
technologies among the clusters. We used
these technology differentiators to formally
classify respondents. We then grouped the
survey responses according to company demographics, technology usage patterns, and
respondents’ opinions of technology.
With the exception of the leaders, we defined
respondents based on which technologies
they do not use.

•

Laggards: No company website, no
communications tools, no cloud-based

Because the definition of SME varies by country, we did not adjust our results by workforce
size, in order to mirror the demographic profile of each country’s population of micro,
small, and midsize businesses.
Revenue and Job Growth
For growth data, each respondent’s level of
technology usage was based on the
technologies the company used in 2010.
Company size was based on the number of
employees in 2010. The revenue growth
figure was based on self-reported data for
fiscal years 2010 and 2012. Job growth was
based on self-reported data for 2010 and
2013. We reviewed the revenue and job
growth data and removed extreme outliers,
typographical errors, and false responses
from the data set.
Technology spending figures are based on
self-reported spending over the three-year
period from 2010 through 2012. We screened
these technology-spending figures for extreme outliers, typographical errors, and
false responses.
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For this report, we converted revenue and technology spending data into U.S. dollars based on
the average exchange rates for December of the
relevant year. Growth rates are nominal and
were not adjusted for inflation. Growth rates do
not reflect any changes in exchange rates.

Qualitative surveys
We conducted 20 in-depth, hour-long surveys.
Respondents were leaders of SMEs based
around the globe that compete in a variety of
industries. Interviews were conducted by
phone in March and April of 2013.
Macroeconomic Impact Projections
For each country, we projected scenarios of
how the job and revenue increases recorded
in our survey data could translate into a
broader economic impact. This allowed us to
understand SME performance improvement
in the context of the economic and technological conditions of each country. The purpose
of these projections was to provide a sense of
the potential magnitude of the economic impact of SMEs’ technological advancement.
The projections should not be viewed as predictions or precise valuations.
Broadly speaking, we developed a simple projection model based on the size of the SME
contribution to the economy in terms of both
employment and GDP. This required making
specific assumptions about the SME sector
and technology penetration in each country.
We used secondary research to assess technology penetration among SMEs in order to
estimate the proportion of laggards, followers, and leaders among these companies in
each country. Next, we considered what portion of laggard and follower SMEs would be
likely to adopt technology and become leaders. Finally, we compared the growth rates of
laggards and followers with those of leaders
and projected the difference onto the overall
population of laggards and followers in order
to estimate the financial and employment
contribution of the SME sector.
The sources for the three categories of assumptions—SMEs’ contribution to the economy, technology penetration, and the movement of SMEs to the technology leadership
position—are as follows.
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sMes’ Contribution to the economy. National
statistical data are available for most countries on the contribution of the SME sector to
GDP or gross value-added and to overall
employment. in most cases, these figures are
available according to local definitions of
SMEs, which vary across markets. Whenever
possible, we used the most common definitions used by the World Bank, defining
microbusinesses at those with fewer than
10 employees, small businesses as those with
10 to 49 employees, and midsize businesses
as those with 50 to 249 employees. In the
following economies, local definitions were
used.

•

United States. Figures on the contribution
of SMEs to the economy are based on
companies with fewer than 500 employees.

•

India. Figures are based on local SME
definitions determined by financial
investment rather than workforce size.
Calculations from the 2006 census by
India’s Ministry of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises indicate that, on
average, investment-based definitions
correspond to workforce size. The average
microbusiness employs four people, the
average small business employs 30 people,
and the average midsize business employs
160 people.

•

China. Figures are based on the historical
definition of “small businesses” only,
which until 2010 were those with fewer
than 300 employees. We excluded Chinese
definitions of midsize businesses, which
are much larger than the international
standard. (definitions of SMes established
by the Chinese government in 2010 vary
by industry but include companies with
anywhere from 1,000 to 3,000 employees.)

Technology penetration. We found proxies for
laggards, followers, and leaders that corresponded to the products used by the SMEs in
our survey findings. For laggards, we used
secondary data on the portion of SMEs
without a website. For followers, we used an
estimate of SMEs that have a website but are
not using cloud business services. For leaders,
we used the portion of SMEs estimated to

have adopted cloud-based applications (such
as IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS).
Movement of sMes to the Technology leader
position. Over the three years covered by our
survey, 15 percent of SMEs that started as
laggards became leaders (adopting a website
and cloud-based applications) and 40 percent
of followers became leaders (adopting
cloud-based applications in addition to the
website they had already). We used these

results for our projections, estimating that
SMEs nationally would behave similarly, with
15 percent of laggards becoming leaders. For
followers, we chose a slightly more conservative estimate, assuming that 30 percent would
become leaders.

AppendIx 2

COunTry Survey daTa

T

he following pages present data from
the five countries in our survey on the
role of SMEs in each economy, the penetration of technology among small businesses,
the impact of technology on SME perfor-

mance, and the opportunity for greater GDP
and job growth from accelerated technology
adoption among SMEs.
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Role of SMEs and Technology in the United States
Facts & figures

U.S.

GDP ($trillions)

G7 avg.

SME role in the economy

GDP CAGR, 2010–2012 (%)
99.7%

16

5

4

GDP/capita ($thousands)
50

4

Population (millions)

45

314

Labor force

China
BRICI

95

Brazil

10
5

GDP

India

Enterprises

Digital technology penetration
(per 100 population)

20
15

49%

$

107

5-year IT spending, CAGR (%)

46%

96

103

G7 average

114
82
80

US

G7
Germany
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2%

The Growth Opportunity for Tech Adopters

The Opportunity:
If 15% of laggards and 30% of followers
were to become leaders …

% increase in jobs (CAGR, 2010–2013 )

12

SMEs would hire

2.1 million more employees
4
1
% increase in revenue (CAGR, 2010–2012)

14
5
3

Laggards

Followers
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Leaders

SMEs would inject an additional
$357 billion into the economy

Impact of Tech Adoption on SME Operations
% respondents with EMPLOYEES located
Nationally

23

9

% respondents with CUSTOMERS located

Internationally

1

Nationally

14 3

54

Leaders

Followers

43

Internationally

15

35

20

7

Laggards

Penetration of key technologies among surveyed SMEs (%)
88

78

88

83

71

59

71
48

46

65

32

46

41

35

21

8
Internet Broad- Desktop Laptop Produc- Mobile Smart Tablet
band
tivity phone phone

Connectivity

Basic support

Email

Mess- Company ERP
engers/ website
VoIP

OnCloud Cloud PaaS
premise
storage
server

Mobile & online communications

12
IaaS

Advanced business tools

Surveyed SMEs Say Technology Affects Their Founding and Their Future

Today, we rely on technology to:
Ensure customer
satisfaction

27

Compete against
larger companies

53

18
16

Lower costs
10

Be more proﬁtable
Continue to be
in business
Employ higherskilled workers

Thanks to technology, we:

2

42

Work better
together

41

Work and live
in more places

14

Are better trained

13

36
20

41

45

9

41
38
34

% respondents

66% of surveyed founders say they relied
heavily on technology to start

Leaders

81% of surveyed SMEs believe new
technologies will help their business

their business

Top trends SMEs are prepared to manage:

•

Top reasons:

Run operations
Reach customers
Reach suppliers
Grow quickly
Recruit employees

Are easier
to manage

57

7

29
Laggards

•
•
•
•
•

28

Are more eﬃcient

66%

•
•
•
•

Deeper customer relationships
via the Internet
Online storage
Rise of social media
Presence across multiple devices
Growing mobile usage

81%
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Role of SMEs and Technology in Germany
Facts & figures

Germany

GDP ($trillions)

3

G7 avg.

GDP CAGR, 2010–2012 (%)
5

2

GDP/capita ($thousands)
42

63%
54%

Population (millions)

45

82

$

107

GVA

Labor force

144

China

G7 average

114

96

BRICI

82

85

Brazil

10

Enterprises

Digital technology penetration
(per 100 population)

20

5

99.6%

4

5-year IT spending, CAGR (%)

15

SME role in the economy
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The Growth Opportunity for Tech Adopters

The Opportunity:
If 15% of laggards and 30% of followers
were to become leaders …

% increase in jobs (CAGR, 2010–2013)

14

SMEs would hire

670,000 more employees

5

4

% increase in revenue (CAGR, 2010–2012)

22
8

6

Laggards

Followers
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Leaders

SMEs would inject an additional
$149 billion into the economy

Impact of Tech Adoption on SME Operations
% respondents with EMPLOYEES located
Nationally

39 15

% respondents with CUSTOMERS located

Internationally

8

Nationally

27 9 7

67

Leaders

Followers

53

Internationally

34

50

30 20

Laggards

Penetration of key technologies among surveyed SMEs (%)
92

79

89

90

77

61

72

64

48

48

31

40

39

36

22

7
Internet Broad- Desktop Laptop Produc- Mobile Smart Tablet
band
tivity phone phone

Connectivity

Basic support

Email

Mess- Company ERP
engers/ website
VoIP

OnCloud Cloud PaaS
premise
storage
server

Mobile & online communications

15
IaaS

Advanced business operations

Surveyed SMEs Say Technology Affects Their Founding and Their Future

Today, we rely on technology to:
Ensure customer
satisfaction

13

Compete against
larger companies

45

8
23

Continue to be
in business

6

Are better trained

38
17

Are easier
to manage

32

31
23

35

7

38
17

25

72% of surveyed Founders say they relied
heavily on technology to start
their business
Top reasons:

Run operations
Reach customers
Reach suppliers
Grow quickly
Recruit employees

8

32

% respondents
Laggards

•
•
•
•
•

45

Work and live
in more places

35

7

Be more proﬁtable

13

Are more eﬃcient
Work better
together

31

Lower costs

Employ higherskilled workers

Thanks to technology, we:

72%

Leaders

77% of surveyed SMEs believe new
technologies will help their business

Top trends SMEs are prepared to manage:

•
•
•
•
•

Online storage
Rise of social media
Deeper customer relationships
via the Internet
Decline of traditional media
Big data

77%
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Role of SMEs and Technology in China
Facts & figures

China

GDP ($trillions)

SME role in the economy
13%

GDP CAGR, 2010–2012 (%)
3

8.2

18

GDP/capita ($thousands)
6

BRICI avg.

99.7%
82%

13

60%

Population (billions)

5

1.3

8%

$

.635

GDP

Labor force

Est. informal economy

5-year IT spending, CAGR (%)

Digital technology penetration
(per 100 population)

20
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SME share, formal
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The Growth Opportunity for Tech Adopters

The Opportunity:
% increase in revenue (CAGR, 2010–2012)

If 15% of laggards and 30% of followers
were to become leaders …

26
20

19

Laggards

Followers
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SMEs would inject an additional
$90 billion into the economy

Leaders

Impact of Tech Adoption on SME Operations
% respondents with EMPLOYEES located
Nationally

48 22

% respondents with CUSTOMERS located

Internationally

25

19

6

Nationally

1

63

Leaders

Followers

57

Internationally

33

30 13 6

Laggards

Penetration of key technologies among surveyed SMEs (%)
88

79

95
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81

71
42

53

39
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33
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Advanced business operations

Surveyed SMEs Say Technology Affects Their Founding and Their Future

Today, we rely on technology to:
Ensure customer
satisfaction

Thanks to technology, we:

25

Compete against
larger companies

51

20

40

Work better
together

41

Work and live
in more places

Lower costs

48

16

Be more proﬁtable
Continue to be
in business

13

Employ higherskilled workers

13

52

20

64

37

16

44
38

64

% respondents

30

98% of surveyed founders say they relied
heavily on technology to start

Leaders

97% of surveyed SMEs believe new
technologies will help their business

their business

Top trends SMEs are prepared to manage:

Top reasons:

Run operations
Grow quickly
Reach suppliers
Reach customers
Recruit employees

Are better trained

41

Are easier
to manage

23

Laggards

•
•
•
•
•

48
50

Are more eﬃcient

98%

•
•
•
•
•

Online storage
Cloud-based computing
Deeper customer relationships
via the Internet
Big data
Growing mobile usage

97%
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Role of SMEs and Technology in India
Facts & figures

India

GDP ($trillions)
2

BRICI avg.

GDP CAGR, 2010–2012 (%)
3

4

GDP/capita ($thousands)
1

SME role in the economy

13

$

Population (billions)

5

1.2

58%

55%

25%

22%
GDP

.635

Labor force

Est. informal economy

5-year IT spending, CAGR (%)

Digital technology penetration
(per 100 population)
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5

SME share, formal
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The Growth Opportunity for Tech Adopters

The Opportunity:
If 15% of laggards and 30% of followers
were to become leaders …

% increase in jobs (CAGR, 2010–2013)

15

14

12

SMEs would hire

1.1 million more employees

% increase in revenue (CAGR, 2010–2012)

29

26

9

Laggards

Followers
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Leaders

SMEs would inject an additional
$56 billion into the economy

Impact of Tech Adoption on SME Operations
% respondents with EMPLOYEES located
Nationally

56 25

% respondents with CUSTOMERS located

Internationally

15

35

Nationally

15

68

Leaders

Followers

48

Internationally

17

45

33

2

Laggards

Penetration of key technologies among surveyed SMEs (%)
90
69

68

85

77

50

40

Basic support

46

29

Internet Broad- Desktop Laptop Produc- Mobile Smart Tablet
band
tivity phone phone

Connectivity

59

56

47

43
19

Email

Mess- Company ERP
engers/ website
VoIP

Mobile & online communications
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30

24

OnCloud Cloud PaaS
premise
storage
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IaaS

Advanced business operations

Surveyed SMEs say Technology Affects Their Founding and Their Future

Today, we rely on technology to:
Ensure customer
satisfaction
Compete against
larger companies

32

Continue to be
in business
Employ higherskilled workers

52

24

Work and live
in more places

37

26

48
31

36

41
36

21

56

34

Are better trained

33

Are easier
to manage

33

34
33

88% of surveyed founders say they relied
heavily on technology to start
their business

45
48

Leaders

95% of surveyed SMEs believe
new technologies will help their business
Top trends SMEs are prepared to manage:

•

Top reasons:

Run operations
Grow quickly
Reach suppliers
Reach customers
Recruit employees

24

% respondents
Laggards

•
•
•
•
•

Are more eﬃcient
Work better
together

40
31

Lower costs
Be more proﬁtable

Thanks to technology, we:

88%

•
•
•
•

Deeper customer relationships
via the Internet
Online storage
Presence across multiple devices
Expansion of online marketplaces
Rise of social media

95%
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Role of SMEs and Technology in Brazil
Facts & figures

Brazil

GDP ($trillions)

BRICI avg.

SME role in the economy
33%

GDP CAGR, 2010–2012 (%)

29%
99.6%

2

3

3

13

GDP/capita ($thousands)

Population (millions)

11

199

5

53%

40%

$

635

GDP

Labor force

Est. informal economy

5-year IT spending, CAGR (%)

Digital technology penetration
(per 100 population)
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BRICI average
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The Growth Opportunity for Tech Adopters

5-year
CAGR:

26

20
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Mobile users

Internet users

9%

8%

10%

The Opportunity:
If 15% of laggards and 30% of followers
were to become leaders …

% increase in jobs (CAGR, 2010–2013)

21

SMEs would hire

2.5 million more employees
10

9

% increase in revenue (CAGR, 2010–2012)

30

14

14
Laggards

Followers
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Leaders

SMEs would inject an additional
$122 billion into the economy

Impact of Tech Adoption on SME Operations
% respondents with EMPLOYEES located
Nationally

46

% respondents with CUSTOMERS located

Internationally

17 2

30

17

Nationally

1

61

Leaders

Followers

36

Internationally

8

42

17 3

Laggards

Penetration of key technologies among surveyed SMEs (%)
91

77
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72
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67
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24

IaaS

Advanced business operations

Surveyed SMEs Say Technology Affects Their Founding and Their Future

Today, we rely on technology to:

Thanks to technology, we:

Ensure customer
satisfaction

38

Compete against
larger companies
Lower costs
Be more proﬁtable

23
15
23

Continue to be
in business
Employ higherskilled workers

44
44

Work and live
in more places

46
33

54

4

37
19

42

15

55

Leaders

95% of surveyed SMEs believe new
technologies will help their business

87% of surveyed founders say they relied
heavily on technology to start
their business

Top trends SMEs are prepared to manage:

•

Top reasons:

Reach suppliers
Reach customers
Grow quickly
Run operations
Access ﬁnancial capital

21

Are better trained
Are easier
to manage

52

% respondents
Laggards

•
•
•
•
•

19

Are more eﬃcient
Work better
together

49

26
19

54

87%

•
•
•
•

Deeper customer relationships
via the Internet
Online storage
Rise of social media
Expansion of online marketplaces
Presence across multiple devices

95%
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